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Professor Lawrence Cram offered a profound and
revealing insight into his personal journey with
knowledge. It was a significant revelation and resonated
with me. For me, returning to university as a mature aged
student has required me to make significant professional
and personal sacrifices. Professor Cram revealed to me
the true nature of my endeavours were more than simply
academic, they were part of my own personal journey
with creating knowledge. As such, his speech has
effectively laid the foundations for my journey through
this course.
When preparing for my interview assessment with
Andrea Acri, I was keen to explore Andrea's own
personal connection with his research. In our interview,
Andrea described his work as a 'mission' and it was clear
that he too had commenced on a personal journey with
knowledge creation.

	
  

Mary's offer for students to engage with her by visiting
her office to 'share their story' about their learning
demonstrated that this subject would offer something
quite different from previous university experiences.	
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This week discusses how and if literature is
an effective way of creating knowledge.
A conversation that I had with Mary recently
sparked something in me that I hadn't really
considered during the early stages of this
course. Mary mentioned that a student had
asked in one of the tutorials "how we could
define human".

Science has always puzzled me. I have
always felt more comfortable in the
humanities looking at social or political
issues.

	
  

As I discovered in this weeks panels and
tutorials, the language of each discipline can be
a major barrier for accessing and creating
knowledge.

In retrospect, I thought it was a fascinating way
of approaching this topic. Are humans
'perfectable'? Or, as Dostoyevsky claimed when
he attacked reason, that making errors is what
makes us human. As someone who does not
engage well with literature, for me it was another
way of examining how understanding the
language of a knowledge creation system
(literature) can allow access to knowledge.

For me, the most significant issue in discussing
the gap between Science and Humanities was
that both disciplines are looking at solving
problems or puzzles facing the world. During
tutorials we discussed which discipline was
perceived as more valuable. At the time, I
questioned whether this was the correct way to
address the Science-Humanities Gap. I felt that
placing a comparative value on disciplines was
not possible. Is it possible to compare the value
of knowledge created while researching string
theory with that created while researching the
complexities of sexual assault?

Darsha made a very personal admission during
the tutorial that he found that reading literature
helped him to navigate his way through the world
when he has been unsure. At a personal level,
literature spoke to him in a way that I found quite
profound.
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In this week's panel Katerina and Latu invited us to participate in a
traditional Samoan community meeting and explored Pacific ways
of knowledge. Katerina also lead us in a dance that described
some of the processes of tatauing. Tapping the needle, wipping
the blood away, wincing in pain and shouts of relief when the
tatauing is completed.
However, this was more than simply a learning and completing dance
steps. Both Katerina and Cat, from our tutorial group, described the
tatauing as embodying Pacific knowledge. It struck me that the body is
being used as a vehicle for creating and passing on knowledge. A
question was asked during the panel as to how Pacific Islanders treated
outsiders who were not connected with their community or family.
Katerina explained that they were accepted as having their own stories
and their own knowledge that were part of a different community and
family.
In reflecting on this, I wonder why it is that the Pacific Islanders have
found a way of embracing and assimilating other cultural forms of
knowledge? Thikning about the current debate in Australia regarding
asylum seekers, I wonder if perhaps this debate could be illuminated by
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   W eek	
   7 	
  
I was interested this week in the way that Indigenous Ways of Seeing are framed within a
connection to the land. Knowledge is created and stored in the land in both practical and spiritual
ways.
I found it illuminating when Kerry Arebena recounted the story of how aboriginal tribes in NSW knew when
whales would begin their migration north based on when a certain flower began blooming. The spiritual
connection with the land was evidenced in Peter Radoll's story regarding the young aboriginal man that fell
into trouble with alcohol in Sydney and was taken back to his land, which managed to 'clear his head'. I
would have liked to ask the panelist what it was about "connection with the land" that was able to
rehabilitate? Having had family experience of alcohol addiction this week's topic made me think about the
different ways of seeing a problem such as alcoholism. Western, rational ways of knowing, as we
discussed in Scientific vs. Humanities Gap, would dismiss this Indigenous knowledge in favour of cognitive
therapy. This reflection also reminded me of a friend who had struggled with alcoholism for a large part of
her life. She had been through years of therapy but was only able to find sobriety through connection with
religion. Reflecting on this, it struck me that a more holistic approach to addiction would appear to be more
beneficial than a purely western, scientific way of seeing. It also made me question the public policy
debate in Australia regarding managing alcohol addiction. Action was undertaken to restrict consumption
of alcohol in the Northern Territory under the indigenous Intervention in 2006. However, little headway is
being made to tackle the epidemic of binge drinking and violence in Australia's largest cities. I find it ironic
that a western government was able to impose a repressive policy on indigenous populations with no
consultation while being unwilling or unable to solve their urban population's problems with alcohol
addiction. It reminds me of the point that Alastair made during Development Ways of Seeing which painted
development as a 'cruel trick' used to manage and discipline unruly peoples of the 'non-west'.
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Tutorial	
   F acilitation.	
  
11:00 - 11:10

11:20 - 11:22

Activity #1 - Mapping Asia

Roadmap of tutorial

What is Asia? - On a map of the world provided, students
will fill in country names and mark the boundaries of
where they think Asia starts and ends.

Lay out the format and broad themes of the tutorial
Looking for a bridge, commonalities and shared
assumptions between local, indigenous (Asian) and
scientific, elite (Western). Do they exist? Consequences?

Purpose/Aims
•
•
•

Part One - designed to encourage general discussion
about Asian ways of knowing, provide foundation for
discussion in Part 2

Designed to engage the group with the 'idea of Asia'.
How did they come to their decisions about what was
included as part of Asia and what wasn't?
What types of things did they consider when marking
their boundary? Race? Religion? Geography?
History?

Part Two - specific discussion of readings, and more
focused discussion on the themes of the reading. In this
section I will introduce questions to lead the class in their
discussion.

11:10 - 11:20

11:22 - 11:35

Discuss and reflect on previous activity as a group.

Activity #2 - Asian (Local) knowledges vs Western
knowledges

Okakura "celebrated the cultural idea of Asia" Westerners dwell on the Particular while Asiatic races
search of the means of life, not the end

Dei argues that local knowledge includes "cultural
traditions, values, beliefs and worldviews of local
peoples"..."it is the product of indigenous (local) peoples
direct experience of the workings of nature and its
relationship with the social world"

Vivekananda - Europe and the west = material , Asia spiritual
What types of links that join India with other parts of
South-East Asia? Milner and Johnson (The Idea of Asia)
suggest spiritual and religious commonalities as well as
historical and cultural links.

Purpose/Aims
•
•

What other commonalities might exist?
Values?

Economics?

Introducing the concept of Asian knowledges and
the divide between local and scientific knowledge
Start the group thinking about differences as well
as encouraging them to think about potential
commonalities or areas where 'local' and western
knowledges have been able to be combined or
shared?
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Tutorial	
   F acilitation.
On white boards, in small groups of three (depending on
numbers)

12:00 - 12:10
Activity #3 - Asian ways of knowing: commonalities
reflected in your discipline

2 groups discuss 'What are some particular Asian
knowledges?'
•

confucian, buddhism?
accupuncture, tai chi,
yin/yang, feng shui, Chinese medicine, japanese
tea ceremony, ch'i, Shinto, Tao, tantra, Sun Tzu
Art Of War, authoritarian?

Purpose/Aims
•

2 groups discuss 'What are some Western, scientific
knowledges?'
•
•

democracy,
rationality,

laisez

faire,

freedom?

theory,

Questions for the groups to consider while working :
•
•
•

	
  

How and Where is knowledge created?
How and where is knowledge stored? (ceremony,
rituals,?)
How is knowledge transmitted?

continuing on from the last Activity, students will
be encouraged to think of any commonalities
within their own discipline or areas where Asian
ways of knowing could contribute to a western,
scientific and rational way of thinking
Designed to get the group to analyse further the
concepts discussed in the first hour of the tutorial
and introduce the concept of 'dismantling the
divide between indigenous/local and scientific
knowledge'... different approach to previous
weeks where the emphasis has been on
analysing gaps... here, we want to try and locate a
bridge in Asian ways of knowing? Is there a
bridge? What could it look like?

In pairs discuss the following
11:35 - 11:50

•

Groups present some of their findings to the class.
•
•

•

Is it possible to find any shared assumptions,
epistemological commonalities?
Does this suggest that Asian and Western
knowledges are incompatible?

Discuss if/how Asian ways of knowing are
reflected in your discipline?
Can indigenous/Asian ways of knowing shed light
on Western/Scientific concepts? How? eg IR Sun Tzu, Art History? Development Aid?

12:10 - 12:20
Discuss findings

11:50 - 12:00

	
  

Break
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Tutorial	
   F acilitation.
12:20 - 12:45

	
  

Development Assistance and Agriculture : areas of
commonalities?

Activity #4 - Discussion of Readings
•

Questions to consider from reading on "Thai handbooks",
leading the conversation:
Local knowledge resisting knowledge from the outside?
local knowledge traditionally held up as a means to resist
incursion from the outside - article proposes that
handbooks are 'repositories' of intermingled knowledge

Handbooks vs Reading signs - Scientific vs
Local? eg handbooks on farming chickens, mixing
chemical fertilizers vs appropriate times and place
to do plant certain crops (sacred and mysterious
powers)

12:45 - 12:50
Students to discuss questions that they might like to
consider asking or areas that interested them for further
consideration

Are there any truly 'indigenous' knowledge
systems
that
haven't
been
'mixed'
or
'contaminated' by cross-cultural contact?
• is it necessarily a bad thing that indigenous
knowledge rejects scientific and western
knowledge? does there have to be a link between
indigenous and scientific knowledge?
• does western knowledge 'dilute' indigenous/local
knowledge?
• is the dichotomy better characterised as
developed vs developing? urban vs rural?
superior vs inferior
Encode knowledge, storing and preserving knowledge?
•

12:50 - 12:55
Next weeks tutorial

	
  

Handbooks presented as a way of 'capturing' or
preserving and transmitting knowledge
•

Given storing of local knowledge is 'located in the
lives of local people' is the storing of local
knowledge in a 'Western' way helpful?

•

does extensive documentation, codification of
local knowledge take a certain amount of power
away from local populations? 'publications
produced by academics and NGOs provide
guidance and instruction on appropriate ways of
reviving, maintaining and mobilising local culture'	
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Mary made a comment at the start of Arctic Role Play that this course wasn't going to form tidy
conclusions for people, that the course had a level of ambiguity. I admit that I found this challenging.
During the preparation for facilitating my tutorial on Asian Ways Of Knowing I turned myself inside out trying to
make sure that I understood the readings 100% and thought of interesting questions to present to the other
students. I reflected on Cameron's feedback to me regarding what he found most difficult about the facilitation.
He felt it was challenging feeling as though he didn't have all the answers or wasn't able to facilitate the tutorial
as 'an expert'. I too found this a challenge. However, now that the course has finished I'm able to see quite
clearly the way in which my approach to the coursework has changed and how my learning has grown. I feel
like my strong focus on understanding the coursework element of each topic drew my attention away from
appreciating the processes of learning and creating knowledge.
This week was a critical turning point in the course for me. I felt as though I had finally stepped out of the rigid
way of approaching each week's topic and appreciate the way. I'm used to working and learning in a very
systematic process: Learn. Think. Solve. Conclude. While preparing for writing this final assessment, I was
thinking about my process of learning in Creating Knowledge. I came up with a very different process to that
described above. Connect. Question. Learn. Reflect. Grow. The systematic process I described always
ends in a dead-end - a conclusion. Where as the process that I was embracing through Creating Knowledge
ends in growth. It strikes me as a write this, that my entire approach to learning at university has been viewing
each week as a separate, distinct piece of knowledge without ever looking for connections or questioning how
things 'fitted into' a larger picture.
I found that the skills gained from Creating Knowledge were helpful in my final Tides of Conflict in the AsiaPacific assessment. We were asked to write six short blog entries. The emphasis of the assessment was to be
able to insightfully link history with contemporary events and intertwine the broad themes of the course. I found
that I was able to do this assessment with an ease that I'm not sure I would have before doing this course. I
received my grade for this assessment task today and scored 95%, which reinforced to me that I have
experienced significant growth - being able to apply knowledge successfully in new and challenging ways.
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Week	
  10	
  

Economic.	
  
Week	
  9	
  
This week reinforced my fears of numbers... but
not of knowledge.
I have always struggled with mathematics and
numbers and I struggled again this week at the
panel. Bob Gregory described mathematics as
only an analytical tool which can change the
story you tell. But as an analytical tool which
helps in the formation of knowledge, to me
mathematics is a language. This week's topic
reinforced one of my over-arching themes of the
course - language. The ability to understand a
language is critical to accessing knowledge. This
week made me reflect on my experience studying
Economics at University when I first left school.
In many ways I felt like the lecturers and tutors
were speaking a language that I didn't
understand.
In today's panel I once again felt like an 'outsider'
- not being able to follow or understand the
economic ways of thinking. Later in the semester,
I listened to a conversation that Graeme and
Cameron were having about statistics and the
stock market. I tried to follow the logic but once
again found that I was unable to either keep up
or understand.
Reflecting on this, I wondered if I have created a
barrier to this type of knowledge over the years. I
suspect that I had taken the negative experience
of learning economics some 20 years ago and
carried it with me for most of my adult life. How
does one go about breaking down these barriers?

Having spent the previous five weeks discussing
how knowledge was created within certain
cultures and disciplines it was time to approach
the question: 'now that we have created
knowledge, what are we going to do with it?'
During the Group Presentations Week, one of the
groups highlighted the dichotomy that existed within
our tutorial group. A theme had been emerged through
many of the discussions as to whether, , it was
appropriate for knowledge to be created 'for
knowledge sake' (as Darsha argued); or, that
knowledge must be put to some purpose for it to have
value (as Cameron argued).

Alistair returned to a theme first raised in Ways of
Writing Human - the enlightenment concept that
humans are capable of improvement through powers
of science and reason. Something that Dostoyevsky
claimed was not possible. As the Alistair traced the
history of development ways of knowing I recalled the
comments Aart Vernon made comparing knowledge to
a compost heap. It appears that over the course of
history, ideas have been 'dumped' on the compost
heap of development knowledge, died and being
recycled into something completely different.

From our Pacific Ways of Knowing week I'm able to
appreciate that development will not succeed unless
indigenous ways of knowing are incorporated.

Words
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Arctic	
   R ole	
   P lay.	
   W eek	
   1 1 	
  
The Arctic Role play was the primary facility that enabled connections with nearly every week of the
course and asked all students to use what they had learned in a practical way.
I found this panel was where I felt most confident about expressing my opinions and contributing. I feel that this
was because it was a 'real world' problem unsuited to abstract discussions or musings that some of the
tutorials tended towards. I believe my background in managing large, fast-paced businesses gave me the
ability to 'think on my feet' and make decisions while pushing for action. On the negative side, the role-play also
highlighted how quickly I dismissed the relevance of Indigenous knowledge.
Reflecting on this experience, I feel one of the more disappointing observations that I have made since
returning to university is the lack of interest that young students have in the store of knowledge and
experiences that older students have. A similar-aged woman in my security degree revealed to me that she felt
uncomfortable discussing her highly relevant experience working for the Armed Forces. She felt that younger
students were not interested or made no attempt to appreciate her experiences within the context of learning
for the course.
Mary had made an unrelated comment during the Group Presentations regarding hierarchy at Pacific Island
meetings and the decision to have us seated in the same way as a traditional Samoan meeting. She described
how young people who may be headed to a Pacific Island as part of a government delegation in future careers
might be surprised to learn that their opinions were not sought or they were not permitted to speak during
meetings. There have been instances at University where I felt that dynamic - a type of "age-ism" - that I hadn't
expected to experience. In many ways, this experience has also enabled me to learn something about myself.
It would have been easy to have shrugged my shoulders and dismiss the experience as "their loss". However,
my Persian teacher said to me recently, "when you stay in the same place with the same people, that's where
you stay. Mix in new places, with new people and that's when you grow and find out who you are". It
completely changed my perspective. Everyone around me forms a part of my learning experience, and I feel
lucky to have spent 13 weeks learning with a group of such bright, talented and gifted young minds. The
challenges of returning to university I referred to in Reflective 1 are very much a part of my personal and
intellectual growth. However, I see that much more clearly now than I did when I wrote about it in Week 1 of the
course.
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As I write this reflection, after years of debate, Clean Energy Future legislation has finally made its way through
both houses of the Australian parliament. Australia now has a Carbon Tax. The timing of the Public Policy
panel could not have been better. I found it interesting that Prof Janette Lindesay began her lecture with, 'this is
what we know. These are the facts'. She presented absolute, undeniable facts regarding changes in rainfall
and temperature in Australia. However, every fact of climate change has been challenged and distorted by
climate change 'denialists'. Janette saw climate scientist's role as being able to put science together in a form
that non-scientists can understand and separating herself from the policy debate. Her position was to present
the facts, and let them speak for themselves.

The attached interview (click below to listen) of Alan Jones with Will Steffan demonstrates the difficulties when
scientists engage in policy debates. The interview begins with Jones quizzing Steffan on the science of climate
change. When Steffan rebuts Jones' understanding of the science, Jones quickly shifts the interview to the
politics of climate change.

This interview also highlights a fact that was raised in the Q&A for the panel. Stewart Lockie argued that it was
crucial to maintain trust with the public regarding Climate Change. In this instance, Alan Jones is successfully
able to provide evidence as to why the public should remain skeptical of scientists. I emailed Janette after the
Panel to thank her for the lecture and ask her how she personally responds to attacks or criticisms by
'scientists' with dubious credentials who present themselves as climate experts.
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  Tickets.	
  
	
  
Week 2

Week 4

Creativity

Ways of Writing Human

How can a creative solution to a complex
mathematical problem be explained so simply
while a relatively simple creative task as
creating music requires a complex theoretical
paper to explain? McIntyre’s explanation of
creativity seems to have taken the ‘creativity’
out the act of songwriting. He seems to
reduce the individual element of creativity to
such a minor part of the process and focuses
a large part of his analysis on knowledge base
and acceptance of the work by a field. I
believe that the creative process is largely
driven by habitus, which I have equated to
‘talent’. What makes an INXS song any more
or less creative than a song written by a 14
year old in a bedroom that never gets
recorded, published or broadcast? In this
instance it seemed as though he was equating
success to creativity, which I don’t agree with.
In
my
opinion,
Margaret
Wertheim’s
presentation exemplifies creativity. A unique
and ‘inspired’ way of solving a mathematical
problem that came from one person thinking
about a problem in a different way. Her idea of
a ‘play tank’ as opposed to a ‘think tank’
suggests that they are attempting to work
outside the structures that mathematics have
created in order to solve problems. In my
opinion, this is true creativity

The field of contemporary Security and
Strategic Studies which lies within the broader
school of International Relations, provides
minimal commentary about humans, humanity
and the human condition. It theorises about
how states interact with each other within an
anarchic international environment. The
dominant school of thought in International
Relations today is Structural Realism, which
focuses much of its analysis on the
"international environment" and how that
impacts rational actors' (ie states) actions.
But it wasn't always this way.
Classical realists for centuries believed that it
was the nature of man which pushed states
and individuals to behave in a way that
favoured self-centered interests and a drive
for power. Man was unable to be perfected
and wars were inevitable because of the lust
for power which arose from greed and
ambition. This way of thinking about humans
is similar to that which we find in the two
readings for the week which highlight the
flaws and frailties of the human condition.
I believe the shift in International relations
away from discussing 'humans' has been in
order to create more parsimonious theories
which hinge on states acting in a rational
manner.
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Week 5

Week 6

Science-Humanities Gap

Pacific Ways Of Knowing

Each discipline takes a problem and tries to solve it.
It may solve the problem or at least come to a
greater
understanding
about
possible
solutions. Science looks at the natural, physical,
mechanical world and tries to make sense of it
while Humanities looks at the human world and
tries to make sense of it.

It is interesting to think about tacit knowledge.

For example, scientists may study the Chernobyl
nuclear meltdown in 1986 and try to understand the
effects of such an event on the environment. Social
scientists may like to look at the political effects of
such an event on the communist regime in the
Soviet Union. Each are equally important and each
can create valuable knowledge about society and
about science.

emergency workers who responded to extreme

It is difficult to know what society places more value
on. I think that the majority of people tend to
disregard the importance of things that they are not
interested in understanding. In Western societies a
high level of importance is placed on achievements
that generate wealth or status. Perhaps it is true
that neither science nor the humanities are valued
by mainstream society.

the tattoo can be interpreted as a symbol for tacit

I think at the core of each discipline are puzzles
which people try to question or solve. How each
discipline approaches their work depends on their
specific languages and cultures. I am not convinced
that there is a need for a better understanding
between science and humanities and I am even
less clear about what it would look like if it did exist.

Following the first panel I was of the opinion that tacit
knowledge was something that we knew but didn't
know why. It wasn't the sort of knowledge that we
acquired

from

reading

or

digesting

written

information. The example was given of the
emergencies but when asked why they acted the
way they did, they were unable to explain why.
Having read this weeks article by Wendt, I am
intrigued by the concept of "text on blood" - it is
almost as if knowledge is being transfered and
stored in blood, through the act of tattooing. Perhaps
knowledge?
Knowledge is transferable and translatable and
interpretable and express-able. What is meant by
'losing meaning'? Who determines when some form
of knowledge has lost meaning? Hau'ofa gives an
achingly beautiful description of knowledge of the
'people from the sea' - using knowledge, translating
knowledge, creating knowledge. They are not
interested in discourses or schools of thought or
arguments for and against, they are interested in
cultivating their ever growing universe, in their own
way, because it is in their blood.
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Week 7

Week 9

Indigenous Ways Of Knowing

Economic Ways Of Knowing

Traditional Security studies deal with power
relations between nation-states in an
international system. It is a very rigid and
structured system which does not leave much
room for ways of being or belonging,
connectivity with country and other such
indigenous ways of knowing. It is difficult to
conceive of Security studies embodying some
of the indigenous methodologies. Much of the
analysis
of
'actors'
in
contemporary
international relations is based on 'rational
actor' models - unfortunately, spiritual and
physical nature of life do not play a role. I
wonder though if the emerging field of 'critical
security studies' is able to embody some of
the indigenous methodological philosophical
underpinnings, particularly in Ontology as it
focuses more on non-traditional security
issues such as environmental security and
human security issues like forced migration.

The adherence test: It isn't a valid test for
deciding which of two pasta sauces is
superior. The adherence test really decides
people preferences across a range of different
types of pasta sauces. I saw the message of
the video as been the benefits of embracing
variability and not framing questions like
"which one better".
Empirical testing of knowledge: I don't believe
that empirical testing of knowledge makes it
more or less valid. While working on my
tutorial presentation fro Asian Ways of Seeing
I read about a US study that attempted to test
the existence of Qi (Ch'i) in acupuncture.
Scientific studies have rejected the existence
of Qi by the scientific community. The
knowledge contained in Qi is certainly valid to
Chinese despite absence of empirical testing.

Realism is not the point: I think that thinking in
the abstract about issues is critical to
discovery and knowledge. War Games in
security and defence studies are a vital way of
creating real knowledge about how to respond
in certain situations based on fictional events.

Once again, a gap emerges! I think the gap
exists regardless of whether academics are
exploring it. 'Indigenous ways of knowing'
didn't just appear when people started writing
about it.
Looking at the comparisons between Western
and Indigenous methodologies highlighted to
me how 'inclusive' indigenous knowledge was.
Access to knowledge and learning was not
related to a ENTER rank or a TER. The
concept of knowledge being 'shared' as
opposed to being 'owned' was very
enlightening.
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Week 10

Week 11

Development Ways Of Knowing

Arctic Role Play
Security studies is perhaps not the best
discipline to solve the problems facing the
Arctic circle. The dominant school of thought
in International relations is Realism. It is
concerned with states obtaining enough
power to ensure their security and survival in
an anarchic environment. It places a high
importance on sovereignty. States value
sovereignty and defend uncompromisingly.
Security studies may have something to offer
the region in terms of Geopolitics. This field of
study within International Relations may be
able to shed some light on some of the
emerging security issues that nations will face
with the melting sea ice opening up shipping
lanes which will be need to be protected by
navies.

When development is described as some
form of improvement in conditions or a
change, which is favourable it seems to
only describe a process - something that
needs to be done to make something
better or improve a situation.
If development is presented as a guide
towards a solution to problems related to
underdevelopment such as poverty, it
follows that development must describe

I think knowledge such as the WWF report are
likely to be consumed by media and public
more. The more academic article will appeal
to academics. Because the WWF is targeted
at policy-makers is stands a better chance of
resulting in concrete policy change.

the process as well as an end goal.
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